
DUNGENESS A SITE AND B POWER STATION 

DUNGENESS SITE STAKEHOLDER GROUP MEETING 

Dungeness Visitor Centre 

Wednesday 30 April 2014 

10:00  

Attendance: 

 Ms K Anderson  - NDA 
 Cllr Mrs Dawson  - Shepway District Council 

Mrs T Finn   - SSG Secretariat 
Dr L Franks   - Minute Taker 

 Ms C Gamble   - Dungeness A Site 
 Mr J Goodsell   - Dungeness A Site 
 Dr V Green   - ONR (Dun B) 
 Dr P Hayes   - ONR (Dun A) 
 Cllr T Hills   - Lydd Town Council 
 Mr D Illsley   - Shepway District Council 
 Mr R Lavender  - Kent Invicta Chamber of Commerce 
 Ms T Luetchford  - Shepway District Council 
 Ms J Moakes   - Environment Agency 

Mrs H Morris   - Dungeness A Site 
Mr M Pearson   - Dungeness B Power Station 
Mr J Prosser   - Kent County Council 
Mr M Salisbury  - Kent County Council 
Ms J Sanders   - EDF Energy 

 Col G Smythe   - Independent Chairman 
 Cllr S Souster   - Rother District Council 
 Mr R Starbuck   - Dungeness B Power Station 
 Mrs L Whenday  - Dungeness Residents Association 
 Mr P Wilkinson  - Dungeness A Site 
 Mr J Wroblewski  - Dungeness B Power Station 
 

Guests: 
 

 Ms E Hadden   - Kent County Council 
 Mr R Green   - Environment Agency 
  
  



I INTRODUCTION 
 
3190 Col. Smythe welcomed members and guests to the 20th Meeting of the Site 

Stakeholder Group (SSG). He opened the meeting with updates regarding the 
following items and encouraged attendees to ask questions of the experts present 
at this meeting: 
 Fuel Element Debris (FED) / Intermediate Level Waste (ILW) storage preferred 

options – outcomes have yet to be announced.  Decision delayed to enable 
incoming new Parent Body Organisation (PBO) to comment. 

 Geological Disposal Facility (GDF) – outcomes of site selection consultation to 
inform revisions to current paper; revised document awaited. 

 Magnox / RSRL PBO Competition – Cavendish Fluor Partnership (CFP) 
announced as new PBO and a transition agreement has been reached.  Six 
month transition phase until contract is awarded in September 2014.  Challenge 
has been made by Energy Solutions (current PBO). 

 Recent heightened media interest in flooding – item VI on agenda to cover this. 
 

II APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

3191 The following apologies were received: 

Cllr D Baker   - Kent County Council 
Mrs G Baker   - NR, Lydd & Greatstone Residents Asso 
Ms L Barton   - Lydd Airport Anti Group 
Mr B Botley   - Kent Against a Radioactive Environment 
Ms V Brown   - Dungeness Residents Association 
Cllr M Burgess  - Ashford Borough Council 
Cllr D Lawton   - New Romney Town Council 
Ms E Lyons   - Kent and Essex Inshore Fisheries 
Mr A Parry   - Independent Vice Chairman 
Mr T Preston   - Defend our Coast 
Mr A Pynn   - Environment Agency 
Mr P Schwartfeger  - Dungeness Residents Association 
Cllr P Simmons  - Shepway District Council 

 
3192 Chairman commented that Mr Andrew Parry was presently recovering from a 

serious illness.  He led a vote of thanks to Mrs Marie Masters, a regular attendee 
previously, for her contribution over the years adding that she had now moved out 
of the area and would no longer be attending meetings. 

 

IV CORRESPONDENCE 

3193 A list of correspondence, distributed to SSG members, was made available to 
attendees.  Chairman added that the Dungeness Residents had recently held a 
meeting and that the resulting actions for Dungeness A were included in the Site 
Director’s report for Dungeness A.    

 

III MINUTES OF THE MEETINGS 

3194 The minutes of the 19th SSG meeting held on 29 January 2014 were agreed as an 
accurate record.  

 

V MATTERS ARISING FROM THE 18th MEETING 



3195 Action arising at Paragraph 3173 to be covered under item XI 

VI DUNGENESS B FLOOD DEFENCES 

3196 Chairman opened this topic by reminding attendees that the arrangements for flood 
defences at Dungeness B had previously been covered during SSG meetings held 
over the last two years.  Chairman cautioned attendees that, whilst he was happy 
for individuals to advise that they are members of the SSG, when individual 
members provided a public opinion that this was a personal view and not that of the 
collective, unless this had been previously agreed by members.  He thanked 
members that had expressed individual opinions. 

3197 Mr Martin Pearson provided a comprehensive presentation regarding Dungeness B 
flooding defences (please see attached appendix 1).  The following additional points 
were verbally added: 

 Site safety case was based upon maintaining a dry site – in December 2012 
modelling identified that theoretically a one in ten thousand year event may 
compromise this. 

 Research concluded that whilst the shingle bank would not be compromised, 
there is a theoretical scenario where high water levels (storm surges) could 
outflank the shingle bank from the east and west sides (similar to a very slow tide 
coming in on a beach). 

 Station Director decided to shut the reactors down as a conservative measure.  
Dr Green, ONR Inspector for the site, concurred advising that the ONR were kept 
fully informed and supported the decision to shut down.  

 At the time that the reactors were shutdown, it was not known how long they 
would be shut down for.  Media are given a standard seven days estimate and 
then kept updated. 

 Chronological details of publicly available information regarding Dungeness B 
flood defences compiled by ONR circulated to attendees as a separate document 
and as an appendix to these minutes (please see appendix 2). 

 Next steps for flood defences using rock armour, subject to planning consent and 
approvals, likely to commence September/October 2014 at a cost of £0.5million.  
No further flood defence work is anticipated thereafter. 

 Public access to the beach will not be compromised by flood defence work. 

3198 Questions and comments were invited and Cllr Hills commended Mr Pearson for his 
handling of the media interest and for ensuring that the site remains dry, even if the 1 
in 10,000 event occurred.  He added that there remained a high flood risk for the area 
outside of the flood defences due to Denge Marsh.  He expressed how impressed he 
was by the proposed rock armour flood defences and requested that the designs of 
these defences were circulated, adding that as these required 1.5 barges of rock that 
the Environment Agency (EA) may wish to utilise the other 0.5 barge space to import 
rock to protect, for example, the National Grid Switch House.  Mr Pearson advised 
that the designs were currently being considered for planning consent and relevant 
approvals and that the final design could be circulated thereafter. 

3199 Ms Moakes advised that the EA were in on-going dialogue with EDF Energy and with 
National Grid.  She reminded attendees that funding of EA projects was via 
partnership funding with Government approval for all expenditure.  Cllr Hills 
encouraged the Lydd flood defences to be considered more urgently and a short 



debate ensued regarding this.  Ms Moakes agreed to keep Cllr Hills informed of any 
workshops or consultations regarding EA flood work in the area. 

3200 Dr Green advised that whilst he was the spokesperson for the ONR at the SSG 
meetings for safety matters relating to the B site, ONR experts in appropriate 
disciplines and ONR management were consulted regarding decisions taken on the 
flood defences.  He reminded attendees that to ensure complete openness and 
transparency, a chronology of publications on the web that covered actions and 
recommendations relating to learning from the events in Fukushima had been 
circulated (appendix 2).  He added that the flood defences at Dungeness B were 
included in two of the ONR quarterly reports to Ministers and in the ONR Quarterly 
News for July – September 2013.  It would also feature in the next ONR Quarterly 
News.  

3201 Cllr Souster advised that he had formulated a report for Rother District Council to 
address the article published in the Rye Observer on 29 April 2014 that 
sensationalised the decision to shut down the reactors in May 2013.  This concludes 
“that the positive action taken has improved the safety of the site.” 

3202 Ms Anderson questioned whether the communications groups at EDF Energy have 
been working with those at Magnox, adding that the language used by each company 
is similar and that to those unfamiliar with the details, there was little distinction 
between Dungeness A and Dungeness B nuclear power sites.  She suggested that 
sharing improvements to methods of communication, from operators and regulators 
alike, would enable improved clarity of message and distribution to a wider audience.  
Mr Wilkinson added that the social media now available enabled rapid spiralling of 
media stories.  Ms Anderson suggested that the flood defence presentation 
(appendix 1) would be a useful case study for media / communications training for 
operators and regulators and this was generally agreed.   

3203 Mr Pearson drew attention to the display at the rear of the room that pictorially 
described the flood defences and the wider Dungeness B response to the Fukushima 
events. 

3204 Cllr Souster suggested a glossary of terms with all publications.  Ms Whenday 
advised that Dungeness residents felt that the levels of communication provided by 
Dungeness B were appropriate and clear and questioned the veracity of media 
reports.  Cllr Hills encouraged communications in all formats and without focus on 
social media, like Twitter, reasoning that many still relied upon traditional media like 
radio and newspapers. 

  

VII A SITE DIRECTOR'S REPORT  

3205 Mr Paul Wilkinson, Site Director, drew attention to the written report dated February 
- April 2014, highlighting the following: 

 Safety Performance: Site has received the Royal Society for the Prevention of 
Accidents (RoSPA) President’s Award; achieved following eleven consecutive 
RoSPA Gold Awards. 

 Site Clearance: Good progress with south side site clearance project.  Asbestos 
removal, to enable turbine hall demolition, undertaken by Erith.  

 ILW & Ponds Programme: momentum is gaining with these works.   



 Fuel Element Debris (FED): final stages of processing FED from Bradwell.  
Awaiting completion of NDA consultation to determine future FED processing on 
site. 

 Community Relations: Dungeness Residents invited to attend site, tour FED 
processing plant and view current demolition works. 

 Incoming PBO: staff to remain focussed on delivering current projects rather 
than become overly concerned with transition to new PBO. 

3206 Comments and questions were invited and Chairman expressed concern regarding 
the FED processing plant, questioning whether there was enough FED to keep the 
plant going until the NDA decision regarding processing of Magnox generated FED 
had been made.  In response to a question, Mr Wilkinson advised that currently 
eight staff were employed on the FED plant and that this number would likely 
double if the preferred option for FED processing was decided upon.  The urgency 
of the decision was stressed and Mr Wilkinson advised that the new PBO needed to 
take a view on strategic decisions without causing a loss of momentum. 

 
3207 Ms Anderson explained that the timing of the decision regarding FED and ILW had 

originally been set for end of March 2014 as this coincided with the end of the 
financial year and enabled an informed decision about the proposed interim storage 
facility for ILW at Dungeness A.  The timing of the latter has now relaxed and 
enabled an opportunity for the proposals of the preferred bidder to be considered in 
the decision-making process.  She added that delaying the decision was not 
causing issues at other Magnox sites, however, the NDA Strategy and Technology 
Director, Adrian Simper, is aware of the issues at Dungeness A site and 
discussions are on-going to enable tactical decisions, rather than quicken strategic 
decisions.  

 
3208 A short debate ensued regarding issues that may arise if the FED plant was shut 

down.  Mr Wilkinson pressed the NDA to make a tactical decision to release 20 
tonnes of Bradwell FED to enable the Dungeness FED plant to continue operating 
until a strategic decision could be made.  He added that delaying the interim 
storage facility for ILW at the site could compromise the programme at Dungeness 
A and reiterated the urgency for the strategic decision to be made. 

 

VIII DUNGENESS B STATION DIRECTOR'S REPORT 

3209 Mr Martin Pearson, Station Director, drew attention to his written report dated 30 
April 2014 and described the front page picture, the 1st Year Anniversary of the 
Visitor Centre being celebrated.  Attention was drawn to the following aspects of the 
report: 

 Visitor Centre: 5000+ visitors to date.  Site more familiar with running this tourist 
attraction and now proactively promotes environmental awareness. 

 Lifetime Extension: A ‘firm commitment’, rather than an ‘aspiration’, to extend 
the lifetime of the plant to 2028 to be decided upon in December 2014.  Process 
remains on track to enable this. 

 Statutory Outage on Unit 21: currently on-going.  Occurs every three years.  
1,200 people currently on site of which 220 on night shift.  Described as a plant 
“MOT” that will include identifying where grey seals are able to ingress the plant.  
Most recent seal ‘Davina’ stayed for 56 days before being safely released back 
to sea. 



 Safety Record: 380,000 work hours of outage completed with only eight minor 
injuries recorded.  One Total Recordable Injury Rate (TRIR) event in this quarter 
due to a fingertip fracture. 

 Emergency Exercises: several emergency exercises are planned in preparation 
for the annual ONR test of Emergency Arrangements.  Site alarms and tannoys 
may sound on the following dates: 3, 4, 17 and 18 June and 23 July. 

 Generation: steady period of full load generation during quarter one with only 
one unplanned short term shutdown due to the unexpected closure of a steam 
valve. 

 Station Events:  Two plant configuration and status control issues noted as non-
conformance with Technical Specifications. Regulators informed. 

 Community Relations: several items, including attendance at a Careers Fayre to 
promote apprenticeships and the Industrial Safety Award given to the site at the 
EDF Energy Generation Challenge event, were briefly described. 

 
3210 Mr Pearson added that the reports from the regulators should be considered 

alongside his report to enable full coverage of all matters concerning the site. 
 
3211 No comments or questions were forthcoming. 
 

IX OFFICE for NUCLEAR REGULATION (ONR) REPORT FOR DUNGENESS A. 

3212 Dr P Hayes, Site Inspector for Dungeness A, drew attention to his report dated 1 
January 2014 to 31 March 2014 and in particular to the following: 

 Compliance Inspections:  Site has 36 Licence Conditions that are inspected 
periodically.  This quarter the routine inspections focussed upon staff training; 
radioactive waste management; operating instructions; records; organisational 
changes and overall no concerns were found. 

 Waste Management: collation of IONSIV cartridges, used to retrieve Caesium 
134 and 137 from the ponds, now complete and monitoring of the recovery, 
conditioning and onward transfer to a waste repository (location not yet 
decided) will be undertaken. 

 Revised Emergency Plan: Off-site emergency arrangements are no longer 
required and ONR consideration and approval of the site revised emergency 
plan is being undertaken.   

3213 Mark Salisbury of Kent County Council (KCC) advised that the Off-site Emergency 
Plan is available on the Kent.Gov website, adding that the task of removing 
references to Dungeness A was on-going.  He concurred that there was no longer a 
requirement for Dungeness A to be included in the plan. 

 
3214 Chairman questioned whether the Magnox plan for the management of radioactive 

waste was a standalone document or whether this was incorporated into the KCC 
Waste Management Plan.  Ms Moakes advised that Government policy was for 
radioactive waste to be managed in the most appropriate way and that Local 
Authority plans were not able to prevent the movement of waste if the appropriate 
facilities were across county borders.  She confirmed that the EA do communicate 
with Town and Country Planning Authorities on the subject of managing radioactive 
waste.  Mr Salisbury advised that different county planning authorities do consult 
each other’s plans to ensure collective thinking.  A short discussion ensued and 
concluded with advice that a document describing the management of all waste in 



Kent, including radioactive waste, was in preparation and was expected to be 
submitted to the Secretary of State by July 2014  

 
3215 Dr Hayes advised that the management of change, particularly during the transition 

to the new PBO, was a key priority for Magnox to ensure that distraction was 
minimised and there remained the focus upon safety.  Magnox have produced a 
corporate plan for the PBO transition that has been agreed by ONR, generating a 
new licence instrument for the fleet of Magnox sites. 

 
3216 Dr Hayes advised that the status of ONR changed from 1 April 2014 to become a 

fully independent regulator with responsibility for regulating Nuclear Safety under 
the Energy Act 2013.  This change in law means that a different legal route will be 
used to apply enforcement.  Regulation of conventional safety on nuclear licensed 
sites now falls under the remit of the ONR and appropriate specialists have become 
embedded within the ONR structure. 

 
3217 No additional questions or comments were forthcoming. 
 

X OFFICE for NUCLEAR REGULATION (ONR) REPORT FOR DUNGENESS B  
 
3218 Dr Vince Green, Dungeness B Site Inspector, drew attention to the quarterly report 

1 January 2014 to 31 March 2014, advising that routine matters are also described 
in Intervention Report Executive Summaries that are publicly available on the ONR 
website. 

 
3219 Dr Green advised that EDF Energy Nuclear Generation Ltd has arrangements to 

record all incidents, many of which are of trivial safety significance.  Some incidents 
are safety significant enough to be reported formally to ONR.  The “Non-routine 
Matters” section of the ONR report provides the details of those incidents that are 
determined as safety significant enough to require immediate of within a day formal 
reporting to the ONR.  Dr Green questioned whether there was too much detail 
provided and concluded that he would verbally report on a subsection of the written 
content: 

    Limit of Conditions / Plant Misalignment: an increasing number of events 
occurred in 2013 and an overview of the root causes of this trend has resulted 
in a Corrective Action Programme being established.  Dr Green will track 
progress of the implementation of this programme. 

 Monitoring of 20 October 2013 isolation of cooling event at Buffer Stores in the 
fuel route: initial follow up last quarter, finalised this quarter.  Potential safety 
consequences of this event were such that formal application of the ONR 
Enforcement Management Model (EMM) process was not required. 

 Loss of Off-site Power event 28 October 2013: final follow up undertaken in 
February.  Longer term issues, such as lessons from a previous partial loss of 
power in 2003, had not been implemented.  An Integrated Corrective Action 
Programme dealing with both events is being implemented and progress will be 
monitored. 

 Flood Defences:  this matter fully discussed under item VI above.  Overall, 
ONR are content with improvements in flood defences and will continue to 
monitor improvements until their completion, expected in Oct 2014. 

 
3220 Questions were invited and none were forthcoming. 
 



X  ENVIRONMENTAL UPDATE FOR DUNGENESS A AND DUNGENESS B 

3221 Jo Moakes, EA Site Inspector for Dungeness B, referred to the Environment 
Agency Nuclear Regulation Report for both sites dated January - April 2014 and 
agreed to take away any questions or comments regarding the Dungeness A site.  
Ms Moakes commented upon the following regarding the Dungeness B station:  

 Discharges:  all noted as well within limits of permit. 

 Radioactive Waste Management: EA work with other regulators to ensure that 
changes in legislation are adhered to through the use of improved monitoring 
instrumentation, better ability to characterise waste and selection of the most 
appropriate disposal method.  Monitoring reflects progress, as evidenced by the 
re-conditioning and re-use of the majority of gag pistons previously stockpiled. 

 Gas Sampling Cubicles: installed for use but had reliability issues.  Reliability 
has been improved by reducing furnace temperatures (to prevent glass tube 
warping) and incorporating a filter just beyond the Maypack (charcoal) sampling 
media to capture carbon dust (to prevent the sampler tripping).  The suppliers 
are investigating the impact of adjusting flow rate and outcomes will be reported 
at the next SSG meeting. 

 Groundwater Tritium: Consultant involved to clarify the movement of 
groundwater.  Weekly sampling of five boreholes, monthly an additional ten 
boreholes within the site boundary and quarterly an additional 9 outside of the 
site boundary.  Results continue to fluctuate despite the re-lining of much of the 
drainage system.  Outcomes of Consultant work expected shortly. 

 Ponds Inspection: flask washing sprinkler system is being upgraded replacing 
boron with demineralised water.  This upgrade will minimise the impact upon the 
pond chemistry and should prevent unnecessary pond water discharges. 

 Schematic Plans of Ponds: these have been uploaded to Computer Aided 
Design to enable updates.  The updating process is approaching completion.   

 Eels Regulations: more information on the website 
(www.gov.uk/government/organisations/environment-agency) 

 Minor Breach of Permit: occurred Jan 2014 due to anomaly in the monitoring 
data spread sheet; now rectified by operators.   

 
3222 Cllr Hills referred to bathing water quality and asked whether the site sewage works 

had a sterilisation unit.  Ms Moakes advised that the two sites share a sewage 
works located on the Dungeness A site and that this used a sand filtration bed.  Cllr 
Hills questioned whether there was UV sterilisation of discharges and heard that 
this technique was only deployed at large sewage works that serviced a far greater 
number of people.  Cllr Hills asked for the discharge data from the sites’ sewage 
works to be circulated and it was agreed as an action. Cllr Hills and Ms Moakes 
discussed possible causes of bathing water contamination. 

 
Action: Jo Moakes to provide discharge figures from the sewage works on A site. 
 
3223 Cllr Hills asked about flood risk management and Ms Moakes advised that a 

contingency plan, a bespoke mapping tool for Dungeness A and B sites and the 
National Grid, had been built.  The EA feed information to the EDF flood panel.  Cllr 
Hills referred to the 1 in 200 year flood risk shown on the NAFRA maps and 
questioned whether EA Flood Engineers liaise with the operators and regulators 
about the risk of flooding.  Ms Moakes confirmed this was the case. 



 

XII  NDA UPDATE 

3224 Kelly Anderson introduced herself and drew attention to the previously circulated 
NDA Monthly Update for March 2014 and in particular to the following: 

 Magnox and RSRL Competition: NDA announced preferred bidder as the 
Cavendish Flour Partnership (CFP) on 31 March 2014.  Thereafter, a 14 day 
stand down period to 15 April 2014 when the transition agreement was signed.  
A stakeholder event was then held to enable CFP to meet SSG Chairs and other 
stakeholders.  Contract finalisation will happen during May 2014 and transition 
will end 1 September 2014.  The transition period will be used to work with CFP 
to check that the senior management team are suitably qualified to take over.  
The current PBO will remain in charge until share transfer on 1 September 2014.  
New contracts will not be enforced until 1 September 2014. 

 Challenge by Energy Solutions: Ms Anderson read a statement: 
“The NDA was advised late on Monday afternoon that legal action was being 
commenced by Energy Solutions, one of the participants in the Magnox/RSRL 
Competition.  We, the NDA, remain confident that the competition process was 
carried out in a robust manner, in compliance with EU guidelines.  The new 
contract looks set to deliver savings of in excess of £1billion against the previous 
plan.  The stand still period following the announcement of the preferred bidder 
closed on 15 April and the transition programme leading to the preferred bidder 
taking over the management of the nuclear sites in September is now underway 
and remains on course.” 

 Radioactive Waste Management (RWM) Ltd:  the Radioactive Waste 
Management Directorate became a wholly owned subsidiary of the NDA from 1 
April 2014 and have been renamed RWM Ltd.  The operation of RWM Ltd will 
align with the other two wholly owned subsidiaries; Direct Rail Services and 
International Nuclear Services. 

 Geological Disposal Facility:  DECC to post the new site selection policy for 
consultation in the summer.  John Dalton from RWM Ltd has offered to attend 
the next SSG meeting and there was a consensus that this would be welcomed.  

 New NDA Executive Directors: Peter Lutwyche appointed as Sellafield 
Programme Director, David Vineall as HR Director, Kenna Kintrea as Assurance 
Director and Rob Higgins as Business Services Director.  The Executive team 
comprises eight Directors. 

 Recent Publications: 2013 UK Radioactive Waste Materials Inventory (published 
every three years); MOD have published a potential list of five sites to store ILW 
from disused submarines, two of which are NDA sites (Sellafield and 
Chapelcross); NDA Business Plan 2014/17. 

 New Website: to be launched late spring using gov.uk template 
 

Action: Chairman to invite John Dalton from RWM Ltd to attend next SSG meeting. 
 
3225 Q: Does the Business Plan for next year reflect the potential savings that the 
  new PBO may bring? 
 A: No.  The Business Plan was consulted upon last December and the  
  publication was delayed to enable the name of the incoming PBO to be  
  included.  It is likely that the next business plan will reflect any changes. 
 



XIII SOCIO-ECONOMIC UPDATE 

3226 Chairman advised that when he met with the incoming new PBO in Manchester and 
questioned socio-economic funding, he was reassured that current funding and 
those bids approved in the short term (prior to 1 September), would be honoured, 
however, large applications that have not been entirely agreed may need to be 
renegotiated.  Chairman added that when he asked whether the criteria for funding 
would change and what level of funding would be made available in the future he 
was advised to ‘wait out’, explaining that this meant details were not yet available. 

 
3227 Romney Marsh Partnership delivery plan for 2014/17 will be published in the near 

future.  Chair recommended this document as an excellent reference, particularly 
for local Councillors. 

 
3228 Chairman drew attention to page seven of the Dungeness A Site Director’s report 

and the socio-economic spend detailed for the January to March quarter, noting that 
over £100,000 had been allocated, the majority to the New Romney Marsh 
Business Incubator Centre.  He strongly encouraged further bids. 

 
3229 Chairman introduced Tess Luetchford, the new Romney Marsh Partnership Group 

Coordinator, advising that her role includes oversight of all the partnership projects.  
Mr Illsley added that this enables links across different area councils and 
encourages partnership working. 

 
3230 Ms Morris advised that the new Romney Marsh Business Incubator Centre has an 

official opening on 30 May and will provide premises, hot desking, advice and 
support for fledgling businesses. 

 
3231 The Marsh Million fund, a partnership between Ashford Borough Council, Shepway 

District Council, Kent County Council, Magnox and the NDA, was noted to be 
gathering momentum with six loans already agreed and approx. 20 applications in 
process. 

 

XIV ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

3232 None was forthcoming. 
 

XV NEXT MEETING  

3233 The 21st meeting of the Dungeness SSG has been planned for Thursday 16 
October, time and location to be advised.  Chairman cautioned that the incoming 
PBO may request a change to this to enable their attendance at all SSG meetings. 

 
 
 
Meeting closed at 12.45 
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Dungeness B flooding defence
Increased media attention and response
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Flooding defence at Dungeness B

• In March 2014 there was a series of allegations in the media 
regarding flood defences at Dungeness B.

• The allegations were;

- EDF Energy was accused of down-playing and covering-up a 
decision to take the reactors offline during flood protection 
work

- It was alleged that there were “fears of a Fukushima style flood 
disaster”

- A follow-up story claimed that EDF Energy did not publicise 
that it was given just one week to improve flood defence or 
face shut down

• This document outlines the series of events and the actions EDF 
Energy has undertaken to improve communications using the 
lessons learned from this experience
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What actually happened?

December 
2012

New modelling of the shingle bank showed there was an initial 
shortfall in flood defences

The regulator, ONR, was notified and the technical dialogue later 
resulted in plans to build a permanent flood wall around the site

A scale model of the shingle 
bank was built and various 
extreme storm scenarios 
were thrown at it
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What actually happened?

December 
2012

Both reactors were taken offline to undertake some initial flood defence 
improvements

May
2013

Every time a reactor is taken offline – i.e.  disconnected from the grid – EDF Energy 
communicates this to the “newswires” as part of openness and transparency.

One of the reactors was already offline for planned maintenance.

A brief note to the wires communicated that the reactors had been taken offline and that 
this was due to “planned maintenance work and improvement to flood defences”.
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What actually happened?

December 
2012

Both reactors were taken offline to undertake some initial flood defence 
improvements

May
2013

Every time a reactor is taken offline – i.e.  disconnected from the grid – EDF Energy 
communicates this to the “newswires” as part of openness and transparency.

One of the reactors was already offline for planned maintenance

A brief note to the wires communicated that the reactors had been taken offline and that 
this was due to “planned maintenance work and improvement to flood defences”.

This was a conservative decision made by the station director and it is 
important to remember the site was not ordered to make this decision.
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What actually happened?

December 
2012

The reactors were taken offline to undertake some initial flood defence 
improvements

As well as the newswires update – a more detailed statement was sent to 
local media

May
2013

The Looker covered the 
story at the time and the 
statement was sent to the 
Folkestone Herald –
although they did not 
cover the story
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What actually happened?

December 
2012

The reactors were taken offline to undertake some initial preliminary 
flood defence improvements

As well as the newswires update – a more detailed statement was sent to 
local media

The Site Stakeholder Group was informed at the time both in written 
reports that are published online and also verbally at the SSG meeting 
which is minuted. 

May
2013
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What actually happened?

December 
2012

The reactors were taken offline to undertake some initial preliminary 
flood defence improvements

As well as the newswires update – a more detailed statement was sent to 
local media

The Site Stakeholder Group was informed at the time both in written 
reports that are published online and also verbally at the SSG meeting 
which is minuted. 

The independent regulator, ONR, also published documents on their 
website referencing the discussions with Dungeness B and the planned 
works agreed and accepted by the ONR. 

May
2013
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What actually happened?

December 
2012

In July 2013, both reactors came back online – two months after they 
had been taken offline. 

May
2013

July 
2013

As per the openness and transparency policy – this was communicated to the newswires 
via a brief update.

Due to commercial reasons EDF Energy are unable to communicate the date a reactor is 
expected to return to service in advance, as this may affect wholesale energy prices.
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ClickGreen website published misleading article

EDF Energy were not given the opportunity to comment before publication

Many inaccuracies:
- “Forced” to shut down the reactors
- Reactors closed for two months, not five
- “Botched” sea defence work… etc

And claims that Dungeness B had not communicated the event and tried 
to cover this work up

What actually happened?

December 
2012

May
2013

July 
2013

March 
2014
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This article led to The Independent running a front 
page with sensationalist headlines…

Despite EDF Energy being asked for comment prior 
to publication there were still inaccuracies and the 
article is misleading 

What actually happened?

December 
2012

May
2013

July 
2013

March 
2014
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Claim that reactors offline for five months
Both nuclear reactors at Dungeness B power station were taken offline for two months in May 
2013 whilst improvements were made to flood defences around the power station. 

Claim that work was undertaken to fix “botched” sea defences
This upgrading of flood defences does not mean the site was unsafe at any time. Before 
this work, Dungeness B was deemed safe to operate by the independent nuclear safety 
regulator, the Office for Nuclear Regulation, who considered that the site was protected from 
events which would occur one in every 1,000 years. 

Claim that EDF Energy was “forced” to shut down
EDF Energy then informed the regulator that more work was necessary to meet this higher 
standard and that temporary measures could be installed within a week. The regulator accepted 
this proposal. It is important to know that the regulator can shut down the power station 
immediately if it has any safety concerns. During work to complete a number of flood 
improvements, EDF Energy conservatively took the decision to take both reactors offline for two 
months.

Claim of Fukushima style flood scare
There was never any immediate risk of flooding at Dungeness B. Following events at 
Fukushima, EDF Energy undertook further studies which looked at how the sites would be 
protected in more extreme weather than they had been designed for, even in case of events 
whose probability was as low as once in every 10,000 years.

What actually happened?

What were the inaccuracies?



Following Independent article - engagement with radio and 
broadcast media to communicate facts to wide audience

What actually happened?

December 
2012

May
2013

July 
2013

March 
2014

9am Live phone-in on BBC Radio Kent – interview with station director Martin Pearson 
following Damien Collins MP
Presenter Julia George challenged the technical language used in public statements

Martin Pearson recorded Interviews with BBC South East and ITV Meridian during the 
afternoon for evening news bulletin

“The language we’ve used is the same language we’ve used for 30 
years, if there’s more interest from the public, and that is seen as a 
very positive move, then we’ll need to review [it]. We always 
welcome feedback from the public – and if people don’t 
understand our message then please let us know and we’ll change 
it accordingly.”

Martin Pearson, Dungeness B station director on BBC South East
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Social media (March 18 – 21)

273 on March 19
Peak at 2pm following 
Guardian article online

459 tweets – peaking on March 19

Tweets with highest impact
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Social media

Statement posted online at 9am and tweeted

Follow up tweets posted throughout the day

Response to @Guardian and @Guardianeco

Replies to Mark Johnston, energy blogger, 
clarifying information e.g. timings

Tweets from @edfenergycomms feed and engagement with media
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Social media

Engaging with active journalists tweeting on the issue

Statement seen online and linked across to 
by energy journalist
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Support from online comments…

c

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc
cc

57 online comments, 

25 positive

44% 

30%

17 negative
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Support from online comments…

“EDF have been very 
clear on this issue 

since 2011”

“Where’s the 
lack of 

transparency 
here?”

“Privately admitted? 
Odd since it has been 
on the ONR website at 
least for a year…lazy 
journalism”
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Support from Key Stakeholders
Local support
• Chair of SSG 

Contacted station director and offered support as 
spokesperson for group

• Local Councillors
Written to station director to show support for 
particular issue

• Kent Resilience Forum
Contacted press office to offer support and help in 
sharing statement

• Local media 
(see examples on following slides)

• Damien Collins MP
Live interview with Radio Kent, said that station 
director and EDF Energy had been nothing but 
transparent over the works

Industry support
• ONR (Office for Nuclear Regulation)

Responded to Clickgreen article detailing 
inaccuracies. 
Publicly stated their satisfaction with how the 
station handled the issue

• NIA (Nuclear Industry Association)
Active on social media in support of EDF 
Energy
Shared statement with interested parties

cc

“I don’t think EDF have ever 
withheld that information”

“…they communicate with community 
stakeholders all the time… I have 

meetings from time to time with the 
Station Director as well, who keeps me 

informed of the work they're doing 
there”

“I think EDF are very open about the work 
that they do there and maybe the reason at 
the time no one got particularly excited about 
it was that people are used to getting these 
sorts of communications from them.”

Comments from 
Damien Collins MP
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Support from local media
Factual reporting in the Folkestone Herald

Statement and key 
messaging printed in full 
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Support from local media “EDF and in particular Dungeness B 
power station have never been 
anything but totally open and honest
about what is happening at the plant.

“They contacted The Looker with a 
press release about the planned 
additional work, which clearly stated 
the reasons why the sea defence was 
being built. 

“If anything I think it shows their 
commitment to generating safe 
power and not cutting corners, they 
should be applauded not made to look 
like they have done something 
underhand, because as our report back 
in June last year shows, they had 
nothing to hide.”
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If there was a problem – what was it?

• Use of language - BBC Radio Kent said that the words we used didn’t make 
sense – for example, what was a ‘unit’? We were used to communicating to 
technical audiences but could our language be improved to make it easier 
for the public to understand?

• How accessible is our information? - We issued updates to local media, 
SSG, news wires, but not proactively to the media at large. This could have 
been interpreted as a cover-up even though the reasons were to avoid 
information overload
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What are we doing now to fix it?
• Be truly transparent

Tell the media and community about both positive and negative 
developments which will concern them before they need to ask

Regular updates on positive and negative issues will ensure news does not 
come as a surprise and is not sensationalised

For example – regular public updates on the flooding defence works at 
Dungeness B should be issued proactively

Ask ourselves – “why would we not communicate this?” rather than “why 
would we?” 
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What are we doing now to fix it?
• Be truly transparent

• Use clear and simple language

We have reviewed the lines used to update the newswires to planned and 
unplanned outages

Now we explain words such as “units” and “resynchronised” and other 
industry terms

The media team are being trained to use “jargon-free” language and 
question if the public would understand

A new media training supplier has been engaged to roll this out

This principle also applies to community reports as well as media statements
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What are we doing now to fix it?
• Be truly transparent
• Use clear and simple language
• Use the most effective medium in the most creative way

More creative methods of communications will engage people to take interest in 
what is going on at the power station

They may help to explain in a more understandable way – for example using 
videos instead of detailed technical statements

Twitter addresses to be set up from each station to ensure communications from 
the station are timely, engaging and seen by the relevant audience. 
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What are we doing now to fix it?
• Be truly transparent
• Use clear and simple language
• Use the most effective medium in the most creative way
• Invite journalists to site to see the works for themselves

Part of openness and transparency – we have nothing to hide

Good relationships with the local media 
allowed the story to be communicated 
factually locally

BBC South East invited to site during outage -
positive coverage of £25m investment in 
plant

Follow up session with BBC Radio Kent planned

Members of SSG also invited to tour flood 
defence works

Station director Martin Pearson doing live interview for BBC South East
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Next steps for flooding defence at Dungeness B
• A permanent reinforced concrete wall has now been completed around the 

whole site which provides extra flooding defence. 

• The modelling undertaken by the station showed that the flood protection wall 
should keep the site dry in extreme storms unlikely to ever happen in the UK. 

28
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Next steps for flooding defence at Dungeness B
• The next phase is putting in an application for a 

rock armour wall to support the shingle bank
- Rock armour is a widely used form of flood 

defence
- At Dungeness B it will work with the existing 

shingle bank to improve the robustness of the 
barrier

- Essentially it is placing big boulders on the rear 
side of the bank to help prevent movement of 
shingle in extreme weather conditions

• We expect this work to be completed by the end 
of the year
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